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See what's possible in art! Try the painting software 
®that was custom-built for dedicated artists. Painter  

 ®2020offers realistic Natural-Media  and unique 

digital art materials. Experience dynamic reactions 

to stylus movements and canvas textures, resulting 

in magnificent brushstrokes. With an award-winning 

collection of brushes, you can bring your fine art, 

illustration, or photo art vision to life.



Immerse yourself in the largest selection of 

Natural-Media brushes on the market, with thick, 

wet, and dry media that looks and feels just like 

the real thing. 

Exclusive digital art brushes

Streamlined photo-painting tools

Incomparable composition 

®World's most realistic Natural-Media  

Create singular art with Painter's proprietary 

media, Particles that spring, flow and glow, 

Pattern Pens that make an unforgettable mark, 

and extruding Thick Texture.

Clone your images by dipping your brush directly 

into the photo or letting the Auto-Painting 

palette rapidly paint a photo using your choice 

of brush and media. 

Paint in perfect symmetry and perspective using 

built-in composition tools such as Mirror 

painting, Kaleidoscope, Divine Proportion, Rule 

of Thirds and Perspective Guides.

Flexible and productive 
Create your own custom brushes and palettes, 

or import custom content from others that 

exponentially speeds up your artistic workflow.

Supports popular hardware 

and software  
Open and save to .PSD. Enjoy using multi-touch 

or a drawing tablet with stylus tilt, rotation, 

bearing & pressure control plus paint on a Mac 

or Windows system.

Who’s it for?

Illustrators

Photo Artists

Choose from a wide range of sketching, 

drawing and inking tools, and tutorials to easily 

draw manga characters or comics in a 

spectacular world.

Fine Artists

Create a character, package design or 

promotional piece, or publish a fantasy art 

illustration using all the tools you need to bring 

your vision to life.

Balance the mixture of realistic natural media 

and supernatural media types in a way that only 

this digital art and painting software can deliver.

Use powerful Auto-Painting and Cloning tools 

to paint photos and produce visually stunning 

keepsakes and sellable works of photo art.

Concept artists
Take advantage of Painter's versatility to quickly 

develop a concept design for a motion picture, 

video game art, or professional character 

concept art.

Manga & Comic Artists

Why choose 
Painter 2020?

Dominick Saponaro

Allison Gloe

Mike Thompson



Impressive new features

Revamped Property Bars, flyouts, and palettes 

for brushes and tools improve painting 

efficiencies and intuitive advances will elevate 

your understanding of Painter.

NEW Performance Optimization
The Brush Accelerator™ scores your system and 

applies the optimal Painter performance 

settings automatically allowing GPU and CPU to 

ensure Painter runs like a dream. 

NEW Interface Advancements

View enhanced dab and stroke previews at-a-

glance, no hovering required, and enjoy more 

painting pixels with a slimmed down Brush 

Selector.

ENHANCED Layer Workflow

NEW Convenient Color Selection

Grab your previous brush in a flash with either the 

click of a button or a shortcut and enjoy painting 

with the eraser, doge, burn and clone tools 

without lag.

Contextual and high-level menu improvements 

save time and workflow tweaks to collapsing, 

locking, selecting and pasting increase the 

responsiveness of layers.

Universally select color throughout Painter within 

your favorite tools plus enjoy six new color 

harmonies that can be saved as color sets.

NEW Improved Brush Selector

NEW Advanced Brush and Tool Controls

NEW and ENHANCED Brushes
Two new fast brush categories with 26 refined 

brushes were built to test Painter's new 

performance optimizations. Plus enjoy five 

new expressive brushes in the Watercolor and 

Digital Watercolor categories.

Mohamed Taa’eb



Online Content*

Ÿ HTML Help files (Windows)

Ÿ Apple Help files (Mac)

* Internet connection required

® ®
Ÿ Corel Painter 2020, macOS  and Windows  versions

Ÿ Libraries of unique brushes, gradients, nozzles, 

patterns, paper textures and textures

Ÿ Introduction Guide (PDF)

Ÿ Videos and tutorials

Main Application
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Ÿ DVD drive (required for box installation)

System Requirements

Ÿ Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon 64 X2 processor, 

(4 physical cores/8 logical cores or higher 

recommended), (AVX2 instruction set support 

recommended)

Ÿ 2 GB RAM (8 GB RAM or higher recommended)

Ÿ Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 or higher, 

with the latest updates

Ÿ Windows 10* (64-Bit) or Windows 7 (64-Bit), with 

the latest updates

Windows

Ÿ 1280 x 800 screen resolution

(1920 x 1200 recommended)

Ÿ 1.2 GB hard disk space for application files** 

(solid-state drive recommended)

Ÿ Mouse or tablet

What’s included

Competitive Advantages of Painter 2020

Ÿ Largest selection of digital art media types on the market including over 900 brushes 

and exclusive Painter technology

®Ÿ World's most realistic Natural-Media  emulation trusted by professional artists

Ÿ Unmatched photo-painting tools to easily turn photos into masterpieces

Ÿ Customizable User Interface, brushes and content, plus the ability to import custom 

content from others

Ÿ Robust selection of FREE learning content to get artists started: 

learn.corel.com/painting-tutorials

Ÿ Affordable and flexible non-subscription purchasing options including a perpetual 

license with a one-time payment and discounted multi-seat licensing options

For more information or to try Painter 2020 for free, contact your 
local reseller or visit www.painterartist.com

We offer affordable licensing options for business and education.
Visit for more information.www.painterartist.com/licensing 

* Supports Windows 10, version 1803 and 1809 

  and later versions released during the life cycle

  of Painter 2020.

Mac

Ÿ DVD drive (required for box installation)

To activate your product, Windows or Mac, you must 

connect to the Internet and register It first.

Ÿ Intel Core 2 Duo processor (4 physical cores/8 

logical cores or higher recommended)

** Additional space may be required for

  Microsoft .NET Framework 4.7.

Ÿ macOS 10.14 or OS 10.13, with the latest revision

Ÿ 850 MB hard disk space for application files 

(solid-state drive recommended)

Ÿ 2 GB RAM (8 GB RAM or higher recommended)

Ÿ 1280 x 800 screen resolution

(1920 x 1200 recommended)

Ÿ Mouse or tablet
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